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NEW QUESTION: 1
A SAN always uses the same technology to connect to the infrastructure as a NAS.
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Was wird durch das Kalkulationsschema festgelegt? (3)
A. Option E
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option B
E. Option D
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is using Cisco MCU cascading with Cisco TelePresence Conductor 3.0 and Cisco
Viedo Communication Server in B2BUA mode. How does Cisco TelePresence Conductor choose
the bridges in a conference cascading scenario?
A. It tries to use a bridge in the preferred bridge pool first, then it cascades to bridges in the
same preferred bridge pool if available, before it goes to other bridge pools

B. It chooses the first available bridge that meets all conference resource requirements,
regardless of bridge pool preference or priority
C. It chooses one bridge from each available bridge pool, to optimize load balancing
D. It tries to use a bridge in the preferred bridge pool first, then it cascades to bridges in other
bridge pools, if necessary
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/telepresence/infrastructure/conductor/admin_g
ui de/TelePresence-Conductor-Admin-Guide-XC4-2.pdf
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